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Main objectives

> Analyze the relationship between the concept of vulnerability and 
other concepts such as “risk”, “damage”, “exposure”, “resilience” and 
“adaptation”;

> Develop a methodological framework to integrate and connect 

different types of vulnerability (i.e. physical, economic, cultural, social 

and systemic), at different spatial scales aiming at:
• bridge the gap between quantitative and qualitative approaches
• be tested in 3 specific case studies: Vulcano Island (multi-risks), Ilia 

Prefecture in Peloponese (seismic + wild fires) and Neguev desert 
(drought).

> Investigate the temporal and spatial variability of the relations 
between different types of vulnerability and different types of 
damage;



Vulnerability conceptualization
> Vulnerability has many different connotations, 

depending on the research orientation and 

perspective (Cutter, 1996)

> The term is used to mean different things by 

different authors (Adger, 1999).

> Weichselgartner (2001) - 23 different 

definitions; Cutter (1996) citing 18 definitions. 

Thywissen (2006) presents an comprehensive 

review of the “Babel-like confusion” with 37 

different definitions

> The vulnerability is seen differently by Climate 

Change and Natural Risks communities
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a “shift in thinking”

The increasing complexity of modern disasters asks for a shift
in thinking in the field of risk analysis and management,
which implies:

> A less sectoral approach to hazard analysis and a
larger attention to the development over time and in space
of a given hazard and of the likely chains of natural and
technological events.

> A different approach to vulnerability analysis, focused
not only on the different vulnerabilities to each hazard of
exposed systems and/or their elements but, also, on the
relationships among different targets which may induce
new hazards and/or vulnerabilities.

> A better understanding of the resilience concept
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Dealing with complex Disasters

> Having uncertainty as one of its main premises,
Resilience might allow a shift from policies
addressed to “control change” toward policies
addressed to cope with, to adapt to change;

> Embodying the concept of adaptive and learning
capacity, typical of complex systems, Resilience
may promote proactive responses to disasters;

> Focusing on the arising of new configurations of a
system after a disturbance, as a result of the self-
organization capacity, Resilience takes into
account the opportunity for change and
transformation after a hazardous event.
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time

impact emergency recovery recostruction

Scale (at which vulnerabilities 
are considered)

Macro (regional, 
national, global) 

meso

micro

scale
(of hazards)

local

Multi-
site

regional

resilience: mitigation capacities
systems parameters depending on:

natural environment capacity  of
systems to:

built environment * ex istence of build. * embed prevention
(structures including   codes for new   into ordinary  
strucutral mitigation * ex istence of codes   activ ities
measures)   rules for retrofitting
urban fabric * mitigation embedded

   in ordinary plans * embed mitigation
critical infrastructu* build in resilience   in projects
and facilities   in new projects

* build in resilience
production sites   in modernization 

  programs
agents (examples)

  
population in * ongoing education key criteria:
hazardous areas   programs * capacity  to 

* access to insurance   enforce 
* keeping attention 

governmental * capacity to enforce   on mitigation
organisations * capacity to invest in 

  prevention despite 
  uncertainties
* creation/use of
  implemention tools

economic * including business 
stakeholders   continuity  in plans

* insurance coverage   

physical vulnerability: physical damageability
systems parameters depending on:

natural env ironment * vulnerability  to stress specific aspects 
of indiv idual 

built environment * structural features hazards (or 
(including structural * concentration enchained ones),
measures) * maintenance
urban fabric * patterns

critical infrastructures * lifelines features and to the 
and facilities * hospitals features response of 

*…. systems and
production sites * agricolture: vulnerability agnets to the

  to stress stress
* production sites features

structural measures * quality
* maintenance

agents (examples) key criteria:
* phsy ical

population liv ing in * age   characteristics
hazardous zones * disabled… * concentration

* maintenance

systemic vulnerability: vulnerability to losses
systems parameters depending on:

natural env ironment * vulnerability  to na-tech losses and
the consequence

built environment losses  may
have on 

urban fabric * external and internal
   accessibility

critical infrastructures * dependency indiv idual 
and facilities * robustenss sectors, 

* rapidity activ ity
* resourcefulness

production sites * transferability serv ice
*….

agents (examples) key criteria:
* ability  to function

population liv ing in * preparedness
hazardous areas * access to information * information

governmental organ. * plans, preparation…
* sharing of information
* access to crucial 
  knowledge

economic stakeholders * business continuity

resilience: response capability in the long run
systems parameters depending on:

natural environment * cleaning up tools capacity of
systems to:

built environment * availability  of materials * recover from
* availability  of skilled   losses
  workers

urban fabric * mitigation embedded in
   reconstruction plans

critical infrastructures * robustness * transform losses
and facilities * flex ibility   into

* resourcefulness   opportunities
production sites * substitutability * reduce pre-event

  vulnerability
agents (examples)
population in * development key criteria:
hazardous zones * social cohesion * capacity  to learn

* access to credit * dynamic adaptation
* access to institutions
* insurance coverage

governmental organ. * capacity  to reorganise
* capacity  to question
* access to knowledge
* capacity  to enforce
* insurance coverage

economic stakeholders * capacity  to recover…
* insurance coverage   

Building a Framework



The ring model of Resilience
> The distribution of capacities into

the three rings (inner, intermediate
and outer ring) follows a
hierarchical structure, largely
applied in planning, linking goals,
objectives and actions.

> The inner ring includes
robustness, adaptability and
transformability, recognized as the
key aspects of resilience. They
represent three distinct sides of
resilience, gaining relevance in
different stages of the disaster
cycle, and also the main goals to
be pursued for making a system
resilient in relation to a wide
variety of external stresses.
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The ring model of Resilience
> The intermediate ring includes

the capacities which have to be
preserved and strengthen in
order to enhance the three main
components of resilience; for
example, the learning capacity
which plays an important role in
the phase of preparedness and
largely influences both
robustness and adaptability.

> The outer ring includes those
capacities on which acting
through specific policies in order
to positively contribute to
enhance resilience.
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> In detail, the capacities coming
on stage in the pre-disaster
phase (PREPAREDNESS)
have been taken into account in
a first set of matrices. These
capacities refer to the potential
of a system to built up an
effective knowledge base,
grounding on experience, on
memory of past events, which is
crucial for an effective learning
process and, consequently, for
developing effective anticipation
strategies. These capacities are
generally neglected in traditional
vulnerability analysis although
relevant to increase both
robustness and adaptability.
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From the conceptual model to the 
integrated framework



Criteria for developing operational tools
(preparedness)
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Area of knowledge 
and experience



> Other capacities, coming on
stage in the IMPACT and
response phases, refer to the
potential of a system to
withstand the impact of a
hazardous event, in terms both
of preventing or mitigating
damage (robustness) and of
reducing losses through an
effective management of the
emergency phase (coping
capacity which is part of the
wider concept of adaptation).

> Therefore, they have been
largely considered in the
matrices specifically focused on
physical and systemic
vulnerability of the different
exposed systems.15/09/2011 > 12

From the conceptual model to the 
integrated framework



Criteria for developing operational tools
(Impact)
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Area of Resistance

Area of Flexibility and 
Redundancy



> The third set of capacities,
coming on stage in the
RECOVERY phase, has been
taken into account in a last set
of matrices, focused on the
features of systems and/or their
elements, which make them
more or less capable of
rebuilding themselves after a
calamitous event and of
improving their capacity to
withstand or cope with future
ones (Vale and Campanella,
2005).
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From the conceptual model to the 
integrated framework



Criteria for developing operational tools
(Recovery)

> 15

Area of 
resourcefulness 
and innovation



Aspects emerging : TIME

> Vulnerability dynamics according to 

the disaster cycle;

> How cities’ history shapes 

vulnerability of places

> How technological and economic 

changes shape vulnerability 

resilience of places and communities

> Vulnerability and resilience with 

respect to  fast/slow onset events 

(drought, earthquake)
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Historical center of L’Aquila

Settlements 1954
Settlements 1975

Source: Comitatus Aquilanus, 2009



Aspects emerging : SPATIAL FACTORS

> Importance of the concept of scale and 

relations among scales (context);

> Accessibility to resources and to 

potentially damaged areas

> Accessiblity to markets, main access 

routes

> Spatial relationships shaping the potential 

links between core and periphery of 

events

> Morphology of an area (island, mountain, 

plain…)
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Conclusion
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The fragmentation of approaches should 
not be an obstacle to the integration of 

common concepts


